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I. Introduction 

Parole is an idealistic concept. It seeks simultane

ously to protect the public and to give the criminal offen

der a new chance. But these noble purposes have not been 

realized. Parole is a tragic failure. Conspiring with 

other elements of the criminal justice system - unnecessary 

pre-trial detention, over-long sentences,-oppressive prison 

conditions - it renders American treatment of those who 

break society's rules irrational and arbitrary. 

This paper summarizes a 300-page study of the New 

York State parole system conducted by the Citizens' Inquiry 

on Parole and Criminal Justice. Research for this study 

included observing two hundred parole release hearings, in

terviewing thirty parole officals and over one hundred pa

rolees, reviewing all the statutes relating to parole since 

1877, reading all the annual reports of the Division of 

Parole since 1930, checking all New York Times references 

to parole in the last forty years, and studying the rele

vant legal and sociological scholarship. But that does not 

mean that the viewpoint is value-free. While the report 

strives for objectivity in reporting its findings, it is 

also informed by a set of strongly-held beliefs about the 

use of the criminal sanction in a free society. 

The Citizens' Inquiry study was premised, in part, 

on the following values: 

1) Individual freedom is an axiom of a democratic 

society, and should be preserved unless there is incon

trovertible evidence that the actions of one person in

clude the use or threat of violence against another. 

2) Prisons create crime, rather than correcting 

criminals. 

3) When some sort of confinement appears necessary 

to accomplish the aims of the criminal sanction, the of

fender should not be removed farther than is absolutely 

necessary from his peers and his community. 

4} Coercion which extends beyond basic confinement 

should be avoided as much as possible, since it further 

antagonizes offenders and reduces their ability to solve 

their own problems. 

5) Parolees should have all of the civil and indi-

vidual rights of other citizens. Inmates should be de

prived of their rights only to the extent made necessary 

by the fact of their incarceration. Neither group should 

have t.o submit to authorities trying to shape them into a 

single, middle-class model of good citizenship. 

2. 

A call for change generally challenges the practices 

of the institution under fire, but accepts its theory. ~he ci

tizens' Inquiry study repudiates both the theory and the 

practice of parole. It finds that the parole board and 
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the parole service do not live up to their own standards, 

and that even if they did, the invalidity of basic parole 

theory would prevent the realization of its goals. It 

would surely be desirable to have a well-prepared parole 

board conducting careful release interviews based on full 

infonnation about inma-tes; hut such an achievement would 

not result in rational. decision-making. Parole boards 

would still act arbitrarily if they applied legally pre-

scribed release criteria, because, for the time being at 

least, future human conduct cannot be predicted and even 

basic changes in personality and character cannot usually 

be assessed. Without standards against which to measure 

the fact-finding of the parole board, due process protec-

tions are meaningless~ Since the theory of rehabilitation 

includes vague and subjective notions of moral character 

and future conduct, there is no t-Jay that the parole board 

can measure the degree of an inmateJs rehabilitation. 

It is important to note that parole is part of a 

process that begins \-lith arn.3t, proceeds through the 

pre-trial stage (\'lhere a defendant may be held in deten-

tion or released>' through the trial to sentencing and the 

period of imprisonment. Both long-range and interim re-

commendations for parole depend on the future direction of 

pre-trial detention, of sentencing and of prisons. To 

abolish parole because of its demonstrated irrationality 

and harm and leave the rest of the process as it presently 

exists would cause even more harm. With all its faults, 

'J: • 

parole is not as destructive as impriso~ment, and the 

possibility of release . f lS pre erable to the certainty 
of confinement. 

Altho~gh the Citizens' Inqu_1ry han 
~ not focused on 

the related institutions that would have to change if 

parole were to be abolished, the study involved some ex-

amination of them, and a number of the Task Force meml-oers 

have direcc prOfessional experience with them. Those 
changes which ar t' 

,_e mos lntimately related to parole and 

which must be coordinated with the aboJ.l'tl'on of parole 

are outlined in the recommendations section at the end of 

U1is surrunary. Gther c.r iminal justice reforms are also ne

cessary, like the t!2criminal ization of vic 11' f'.lless 
crlmes~ 

U":8 eL.mina tion of mo:} t prc-tri.::.tl det:pntl' ":1 t. -- ~. abolition of 

large, ~amote prisons; and the developmerlt_ 
of small nei9::-

borhood facilities Continning careful study shOUld prc-

cede and accoInFany +-, . t' . ·_,le l1d3 ltut1.0n and use of these refonns 

This summar" d('srribC's thr:> I J 
~lPory of p~role in New 

York, shows how Clrre~t practl'c~ ,. - ~Lv~rgQS from this theory, 

demonstra te,cJ t'be i!1Va 1 idi t.y of tl"H'~ theory . ltself, and 

sets forth long-terM 2nd trans~t1.' 1 ' . ~ ona r0commendatlons. 

The study reaches the followi'lC! qeneral f:' d' . ":J..- .... In lngs and eon-
elusions: 

1) Doth clemcnt:s of the NG~N York State parole system _ 

the: decision-making function and the community su-. 

pervision program - have failed dramatically and 

are beyond reform. But parole is part of the 
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present indeterminate and reformatory sentencing 

structure and could be abolished only with si

multaneous, extensive changes in that structure. 

2) Parole in New York rests on faulty theory and 

has unrealistic goals~ The humanitarian goal of 

treatment and rehabilitation of the offender has 

been used to justify unnecessarily lengthy incar

ceration and parole supervision. Since there is 

no agreement on the meaning of rehabilitation, 

and no one now knows what rehabilitates or who 

is rehabilitated, decisions as to length of sen

tence and timing of release based on an assess

ment of an inmate's rehabilitation are irrational 

and cruel. 

3} The parole system is often unnecessarily abusive 

and unfair; offenders have many serious and legi

timate grievances. Much of the daily oppressive

ness of paroie flows from the enormous amount of 

unstructured and invisible discretion exercised 

by the parole board and the parole service. 

4} Parole allows many actors in the criminal justice 

system to hide the real nature of their actions 

and thereby escape responsibility for them. 

District attorneys may call for and judges may 

impose excessively long sentences in the name of 

.. 
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law-and-order, knowing that the deferred senten

cing process of parole will mitigate their harsh

ness. The parole board's extensive and invisible 

discretion makes it possible for these officials 

to mislead the public. 

5) A wide gap separates what the New York parole 

system professes to do and what it actually does. 

One indication that parole has not lived up to 

its aims is its failure to consider or adopt 

widely-accepted reforms proposed by responsible 

professional groups. 

* * * * * * * * 

A general note about racism and parole is appropriate 

here. The racial consequences of our society's use of the 

criminal sanction are evident in the disproportionately high 

percentage of black prisoners and the imbalance of racial 

backgrounds between the jailers and the jailed. National 

commission reports and scholarly studies alike have pointed 

out the pervasiveness of racism in virtually all operations 

of the criminal justice system. In order to wipe out dis

crimination, both independent groups and the institutions 

of the system must understand its nature and causes. Only 

sensitivity to the problem, combined with careful data col

lection and interpretation at every step of the process, 

can ensure that understanding. 
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The Citizen::;' Inquiry, in CO:1Guc(:.ing its study, re

quested informatic.n about ra::ial ma-t-cers from state offi

cials. The Division of Parole, however, as a matter of 

policy, docs nol:. col ... t t.c0. statist.ical data tllat would re

veal the extent to ~:lich parole operates in n racially 

discriminatory ~anner. As a result, an informed judgment 

as to the practices and efiect uf racism in the parole 

system is not possible. We know that ~nmates and parolees 

are largely poor minority group ~cn and women, while par~l 

board members are senera:ly cumparatively affluent and well 

educated \'lhi te rr.alcs. In.10rm2.::' inquiries reveal that the 

proportion of hlack and Puerto Rican paroln officers is 

considerably lower than th~t of ilmlates dnd parolees. 

Racial difference:; bctuecn the parole of L-icials and the 

parolee pupulation manifest thA prcsencG of considerable 

racial bias in fact and aprgara~c~. P~rO'0 officals are 

derelict in not documen~1ng rac~al facts and maintaining 

a vigil~ncG over any discrlrlinal:.ion they mry reveal. Not 

un til blacks anc: 0 thor n:LlOri ties r-artic ipa to equally with 

whites in shaping the criminal j~stice system - as correc

tions officB!"s ( p<:aole officers, administrators, judges -

will our society p~0vidQ equal j~stice to its citizens. 

0. 

II. The Image of Parole 

Parole was conceived uS a liberal, humane way to 

mitigate the agonies of incarceration. Those who admin

ister it see it in this light today; New York parole of

ficials are proud of what they believe to be a fair and 

effective institution. This section sets forth a brief 

history of parole, a description of its place in New 

York's criminal justice system, and a picture of the way 

in which the parole system sees itself - its goals, pol

icies and practices. 

Background 

Until the nineteenth century, prisons were used 

mainly to house detainees, who awaited trials at which 

they were sentenced to such punishments as whipping, 

maiming, or execution. Long-term incarceration became 

the practice when instituti,malization was seen as a 

means whereby deviants could be reformed into produc

tive citizens. EVen within the first half-century of 

the existence of prisons as we know them, their defects 

became apparent. They did not rehabilitate their in

mates. An 1867 report to the New York State legislature 

said of state prisons around the country, "There is not 

one, we feel convinced ... which seeks the reformation of 

its subjects as a primary object ... " The late 1800s 
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saw the birth of parole, an attempt to extend the theor

etically rehabilitative benefits of prison life into the 

community while simultaneously reducing the likelihood 

that prison would have detrimental effects. 

New York adopten parole at the Elmira Reformatory 

nearly 100 years ago, the first state to do so. In 1899 

it spread to some adult institutions, and during the ear

ly years of the twentieth century, sentencing laws were 

changed to make a larger numbor of inmates eligible for 

parole. Since the framework of the present parole system 

was established in 1930, parole has grown from an obscure 

agency with a three-member board and a budget of less 

than $350,000 into a substantial bureaucracy (617 profes

sionals in 1969, the last year for which figures were 

available) with a twelve-member parole board, a budget of 

over $12 million and several offices around the state. 

In 1972 4,412 inmates were released from state institu

tions on parole, and at the end of the year there were 

approximately 10,000 people under parole supervision in 

the state. 

Parole Today 

The basic structure of parole ).'s the same now as it 

was a century ago. Parole is granted to inmates after 

they have served a portion of their sentence, but before 

completion of the maximum term. Parolees in theory are 

supervised while in the community by parole officers and 
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are expected to abide by special rules, on penalty of 

parole revocation. 

All states and the federal government now have pa

role systems. Parole is crucial to many parts of the 

criminal justice system: sentencing schemes are built 

around it, prosecutors take it into account in charging 

defendants and participating in plea bargaining, judges~ 

roles in sentencing have been diminished as parole boards' 

jurisdiction over ~elease has grown. Parole is also im

portant in the operation of prisons. In New York nearly 

two~thirds of all inmates leaving state prisons annually 

are released by the parole board; another one-fifth, re

leased through a mechanism other than parole, are subject, 

like parolees, to community supervision. Prison programs 

may be well or poorly attended depending on whether inmates 

believe that their participation will improve their chances 

for par91e. While parole is often viewed by prison offi

cials "e; a way of maintaining prison order and discipline, 

it may ~lso be a cause of a catastrophic prison uprising. 

After ~ thorough investigation of the uprising at Attica 

prison in September 1971, in which forty-three inmates and 

guards pied, The Official Report of the New York State 

SpeciaJ Commission on Attica concluded: 

Inmates' criticisms were echoed by many parole 
etficers and corrections personnel, who agreed 
that the operation of the parole system was a 
p~imary source of tension and bitterness within 
t~ walls. 
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Parole in New York has become a more and more im-

portant part of the post-conviction criminal justice sys

tem. Yet, like all parole systems, it continues to fUnc-

tion under a veil of secrecy. The New York board is the 

largest, best salaried state parole board in the country, 

yet few people could name or identify a single member. 

The public has only the slightest notion of parole's 

functions, goals, modes of operation, and degree of suc-

cess or failure. As a quasi-judicial, autonomous body, 

the board is uniquely removed from the scrutiny of the 

courts, legislature, media or public. 

How Parole Is Supposed To Work 

Parole is seen by corr0ctions officials, legislators, 

judges and the general public as the best way to ease the 

inmate's difficult transition from incarceration to free-

dorn. It is intended to shorten sentences and to provide 

individual consideration of offenders' problems. To this 

end, the parole board theoretically tries to release an 

inmate when he has reached that optimal moment when he can 

lead a crime-free life lion the street. 1I Then the community 

supervision program claims to aid his reintegration into 

society by offering him services and guidance beyond the 

prison walls. 

For the past hundred years, corrections professionals 

have embraced an undefined goal of rehabilitation of offen-

ders as the aim of incarceration. The theory of rehabili-
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tation, as commonly espoused by parole officials, is set 

forth in the "Preliminary Report of the Governor's Spe

cial Committee on Criminal Offenders fl of June 1968 (p. 55): 

1. There are certain personal characteristics that 
impede an individual's ability to function at a 
generally acceptable level in one or more basic 
social areas. 

2. The difficulty of performing at a generally ac
ceptabl~ level in such areas significantly con
tributes to criminal conduct. 

3. Treatment should be directed at overcoming the 
aforesaid personal characteristics. 

Thus, the aim of rehabilitation is to treat those 
characteristics of the offender which are inconsis
tent with the basic characteristics needed to func
tion acceptably. It is felt that, if the treatment 
has a positive impact, the offender will be more 
likely to satisfy his needs through socially accept
able conduct and the llkelihood of his return to 
crime will be reduced. 

Neither the parole hoard nor the parole service attempts 

to enumerate the "certain personal characteristics that 

impede an individual's ability to function at a generally 

acceptable level." 

Parole officials see the parole deciE~on-making pro

cess as expert, fair, and guided only by determinations of 

an inmate's degree of rehabilitation. The parole board is 

supposed to be an independent body of exemplary citizens 

with a range of experience to insure their impartiality. 

They are theoretically enabled to make highly individual

ized decisions because they are supposed to receive care

ful, offical reports on each inmate and conduct an inter-

view with him designed to reveal the likelihood that he 

will be a successful parolee. Preparation for parole is 

to be started in the prison with the skilled assistance of 
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institutional parole officers. 

All aspects of parole supervision are intended to 

further its two principal aims: the protection of the pub

lic and the assistance of the parolee in becoming reinte

grated into non-priso~ life. The community supervision 

parole officer is to be a well-educated, sensitive man or 

woman able to maintain a helping relationship with the pa

rolee, while at the same time enforcing the terms of the 

parole agreement. Parole officers are to be equally con

cerned about finding jobs for parolees and checking up to 

make sure that parolees live and work where they say they 

do. The parole service considers it important to leave 

these officers broad discretion in enforcing the less im-

portant parole conditions, but it also aims to provide ef

fective guidance and regulation through a detailed manual. 

A good parole officer is able to anticipate when a parolee 

is beginning to stray and return him to prison, through in

itiating revocation proceedings, before a new offense is 

committed. The parole service considers that it treats the 

parolee equitably throughout. 

14. 

III. The Reality of Parole 

New York corrections officials believe that the goals 

of parole are sound and that its operation reflects pro-

fessiona1 competence and even-handed performance. The 

citizens' Inquiry study found a great gap between what 

the parole system professes to do and what it actually 

does. This section will e1abora.te on the ways in which 

parole in New York does not live up to its declared aims, 

policies, and practices. 

Decision-M.aking - Parole Release 

i 
I 
I 

The New York Board of Parole is an autonomous body with-

in the state Department of' correctional Services, whose 

twelve members 8erve full-time and are appointed to six-

year renewable terms by the governor. The autonomy of the 

board does not guarantee its independence, for board mem-

berships are often given out as political reward or £avors. 

The range of experience among board members is not wide; 

most are white males over fifty from outside New York city. 

Many have come to the board from corrections and law 

enforcement. People who have made careers of confining and 

arresting are now asked to wield the power of release. 

By contrast, the current state prison population is 
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mostly under thirty, non-white and fx'om New York 'City. 

The parole board's jurisdiction is very broad. It 

decides 

"" whe:1 most inmates will become eligible for 
parole 

- who shall or shall not be paroled 
- what conditions parolees must obey while in the 

community 
- who shall or shall not have his parole revoked 
- who shall or shall not be discharged from com-

munity supervision prior to completing the normal 
term 

- who shall or shall not be granted a certificate 
partially restoring his civil and employment rights 

Its jurisdiction extends to all inmates serving sentences of 

more than ninety days - a total well in excess of 20,000 -

and to all former inmates under parole officer supervision. 

As a result the board's workload is enormous; for example, 

in 19716 the board reported that it was responsible for 

17,628 hearings or decisions. 

Parole panels are, as a theoretical matter, supposed 

to let the parole eligibility date largely reflect their 

jUdgment as to when an inmate might be sufficiently reha-

bilitated so that he could seriously be considered for 

parole. As a result the board is endowed with broad dis-

cretion in establishing the date. In practice, however, 

parole eligibility dates are reflections of rules of thumb 

rather than jUdgments about the individual characters of 
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of each inmate. For most inmates serving an indeterminate 

sentence parole eligibility will be set as a matter of 

course at one third of the maximum term or three years, 

whichever is less. This practice not only ignores the 

board's stated objectives, but abrogates its responsibilities 

under New York law. 

Institutional parole officers prepare for parole board 

members a case file on each inmate. But this file does not 

ensure a truly indivi.dualized decision-making process. 

Although crammed with reports from prison officials (warden, 

chaplain, disciplinarian and psychiatrist), the inmate's 

pre-sentence report, juvenile and criminal justice 

attorney, the file is not very useful. The board members re-

ceive it only at the moment they are ready to hold an in-

mate's release interview, and there is no opportunity to 

examine the reports closely. Except for the "parole 

summary," which is prepared by an institutional parole 

officer usually a few months before an inmate's hearing, 

only one board member actually sees the case file; dupli-

cates are not provided to other members. In addition, even 

though the case files were not available for-examination, 

their quality and method of use is not good enough to be 
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very helpful to parole board members. With only one officer 

for every 241 inmates, contacts with inmates are necessarily 

infrequent and superficial. Also inmates and institutional 

parole officers do not meet in circumstances likely to 

elicit candid information for reports. In 1967 a 

National Council on crime and Delinquency study found that 

New York case files contained inadequate depth as to the 

causes and manifestations of inmates' problems. 

The parole board makes its release decisions in panels 

of three during monthly visits to each state prison. The 

conduct of release interviews makes a mockery of the board's 

claim that it considers each individual inmate's case 

carefully. Because of the board's workload, the interviews 

are generally very short. Those observed by the citizens· 

Inquiry generally lasted less than twelve minutes, with some 

as short as five minutes; the longest release interview 

observed lasted twenty-five minutes. Although New York 

law requires that the release interview be conducted by 

three members of the parole board, in practice only the 

member who reads the file usually questions an inmate, while 

the other two panel members are examining the files of the 

inmates who will come next. Most of the questions asked 
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are, of necessity, predictable and gen€.:t:;.l. Inmates are 

tense and usually try to sc...y wha·t they think will most 

favorably impress the pC1role "boardnembers. 

The release process is unfair. The inmate is not per~ 

nitted to have an attorney or other represe:1tative appear 

with him at his interview. He is permitted neither to 

present his own witnesses, nor to confront those against 

him. He may not ~ee any of his cr.se file. Ne'il'( York 

officials claim that to provide the inmate t-Tith these basic 

due process rights at th~ zetting of the parole eligibilit~ 

date or at the release interview is unn~cessary and undes:!.,';, 

Inmates do not find oui: t;1P de~isi(..ns - how long thf;Y 

must serve before they are eligible for rarolel or whether 

they have been granted ~r ~~ni0~ parole - until after the 

parole panel leav~s thp nr-' f'on for the mOllt.h. And then 

the inmate is given onJy a io~m stating riecision without 

explanation. In neC'lr:'y .:1.11 c;wes, thGre is no review of 

the parole panel's deci:::ion by Githa,,=, the eni:ire parole bo c " 

or the courts. 

Although tho parole board professes to make celease 

decisions on the basis of whether or not an inmate has been 

rehabilitated, the statute docs not even seriously attempt: 
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to set forth criteria for making that determination. (The usually about when the unsuccessful inmate should appear 

citizens' Inquiry report asserts that no criteria exist, before the parole board again or what kinu of communi'ty 

but if the parole board considers a determination of re- supervision unit the successful inma'te should be assigned 

habilitation to be possible, it ought at least to have to. 

developed means that it thinks could aid it in making that The board, in trying to apply the general legislative 

determination.) The only legislative guidance stipulates standards for release decisions, seems to rely informally 

that an inmate shall be released only if there is a on five criteria. They include: 1) the inmate's psycho-

"reasonable probability that •.• he will live and remain at logical condition - whether his state of mind appears to 

liberty without violating the law and that his release is not have changed since he entered the institution, particularly 

incompatible with the welfare of society." Another pro- \'I1hether he seems remorseful about his criminal ways and 

vision requires that the inmate be "suitably employed in sincere in wishing to change them; 2) the inmate's past 

self-sustaining employment if so released." This statute criminal record - how serious his offenses have been and 

is not the product of carefully designed experiments over how often repeated; 3) the inmate's ndjustment to prison 

the years, but rather a collection of phrases that appeared life, particularly his discipline record and his participat:i(;; 

in different statutes from 1877 to 1928 and were simply in programs, which the boar-i thinks shows a desire to improve 

pasted together. The parole board has not supplemented the himself; 4) any record of previous community supervision 

statutory provisions by developing any formalized precedent under probation or parole; and 5} the inmate's parole plans 

to guide a panel in reaching a decision, nor does it look - for work, family life, therapy and housing. There is no 

to any of the available prediction tables. The absence empirical evidence that any of these criteria are reliable 

of prescribed release criteria is reflected in the usual indicators either of whether an inmate will commit another 

lack of discussion among panel members after an inmate crime or of how serious a crime he might commit. Instead, 

leaves his interview; when discussion t~(es place it is the criteria appear to reflect the subjective value pat-terns 
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and paternalistic attit'u.df;.;s of thrt parole board. 

Despi "::e its legis:ati'.JB ma.lc.1ate 6 the board is some-

times as inf1ueIlt.:!ed by In:trect .. tc::.::.tic and political consider"" 

tions as by the reasor..i;.'I~l.: probability "that an inma.te 

will live and rGmain at:. liber'cy wi thot.::t:. viol ating the 1 ar,,/. I' 

For example, an indi,7idual 1-:-:C1.y be grnn.ted parole because 

he has coopern:Led ,lith l<.tT/l enfo::cement personnel investi-

gating a case, 0:: denieo:1 parole because he has a poor 

prison discipJ.in8 record. Occusionally the board denies 

parole to an inma'ce because his o:.,~igina1 crime generated 

a lot of publicity and t.he board wouJ..d be subject to 

public cri,ticism if it released him. 

The New Yor1~ 3?Ci.ro1e decision-raakins process is basica3:: . 

lat.-l1ess. The ao;,;o:1ce c.: oped.tj cd criteria and procedures 

is an unqualified invi tati()n to inconsistent and unfair 

decisions based on t'.l1rcasol1:11 .... 1e and illegal grounds. 

(This is not to SUggS3t that th2 p=esence of criteria 

would address the underlying defects of the process, \'lhich 

rest on the invalidlly of the notion 'that any human group 

can now assess cl1aJ.lgcs in arlo inma'l.,.e' s character and predict 

his future behavior.) rp:16 J.uc1~ of review and low visi-

bi1ity which accompanies the exten.sive discretion 
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of the parole board ensures that the lawlessness will con-

tinue without being corrected or reduced. 

The final test of a program is its results. Parole 

decision-making is simply ineffective. The following 

chart demonstrates that the percentage of parolees who 

return to prison during the same calendar year they are 

released is not significantly lower than the return rate 

of inmates denied parole and released only at the expira-

tion of their maximum sentence (minus "good time"). 

RELEASED AND RETURNED AS VIOLATOR - SAME YEAR, BY METHOD OF REL?ASE* 

Released to 
community 
supervision 

Returned as 
Violators 

% 

1968 1969 1970 1971 

Parole Condtnl Parole Condtnl Parole Condtnl Parole ~ondtnl 
Release Release Release Release Release Relea.se Release ~elease "_ ...... 
4623 1703 4086 1633 3860 1795 4051 1793 

. ._-- -- --~-----. ~-- ... -.... _ ....... _ .... ~ .. .. ----~-... - ---'-- . 

475 191 414 189 393 250 325 '194 
10.3 11.2 10.1 I 11.6 10.2 13.9 8.0 I 10.8 

*notes: 1. Source: Annual Report of ,the Division of P~role 
1968-1971 Tables 25, 25A, 28, 28A 

2. This chart does not purport to reflect general 
recidivism rates, even for a one-year period 
because it shows only the return rates of inmates 
released and returned vIi thin the same year. Inmates 
re1e~sed in November or December of one year 
a.re ~ncluded as well as those released in January 
or February although their return rate will clearly 
be much lower. 

(continued on next page) 
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3. Prisoners released by the parole board and on 
conditional release are subject to the same 
community supervision program. 

4. There is one unmeasured factor which might 
affect the validity of this comparison. A 
parole violator has his sentence credited by 
the time he spent in the community whereas a 
conditional release violator does not. 

The fact that parolees do no better in the community than 

other releasees suggests that the parole board does not 

assess the changes in an inmate nor predict accurately the 

likelihood of his recidivism. 

It is possible to argue that the chart shows the effective-

ness of parole decisions rather than the opposite. Perhaps 

the return rate of those not released on parole would have 

< 

been higher than that of parolees if the former had not been 

kept in prison for the extra period. But that interpretation 

is very weakened in light of what is known about the effect 

of incarceration on recidivism rates. First, there is no 

evidence that any programs sponsored in prison affect the 

inmate's behavior after release from prison. Second, even 

if prison programs were proven to be effective, most inmates 

are not offered participation in them. Third, many authori-

ties believe that the prison experience is injurious to in-

mates, and instead of decreasing the likelihood of criminal 
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behavior upon release, it increases it. 

Community Supervision 

The gap between image and reality in parole is evident 

in the inadequate provisions made for m~terial assistance 

of a paro1ee.* The parolee's personal and material problems 

are staggering when he first comes out of prison. Never

theless, he is given only a suit, $40, the name and address 

of a conununity supervision parole officer to whom he must re

port within 24 hours, and a list of rules that he must follow 

on pain of losing his freedom. He is generally qualified 

only for unskilled or semi-skilled work, and he faces other 

major problems in getting and keeping a j.ob. Although the 

parole service recognizes employn'ent as . 1 ' a maJor goa of each 

parolee, the parole officers provide little assistance in 

finding jobs. In 1970 New York parole officers helped obtain 

only 506 jobs, although over 16,000 people were on parole at 

some time during the year, 5,680 of them employed full-time. 

Similarly, the Departmen~ of Correctional Services does next 

, 

*Th~ term "parolee If i;lS used in this paper generally refers both 
to 1nmates released by the parole board and to those who are 
released because they have served their maximum sentence 
1es7 "good time." This latter group is also placed unde~ com
~un1ty.supervision until the expiration of their full term and 
18 subJect to the same restrictions. Where an assertion of this 

~:l~i;e;~~ers only to this group, they are called "conditional 
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to nothing to help the penniless parolee with financial prob

lems. liGate money" of $40 is inadequate, the parole service 

has no loan fund, and New York parolees are not eligible for 

unemployment benefits. Furthermore, that recourse is at odds 

with the system's goals of leading a person into self-suffi

iency and dignity in the non-prison world. The parole service 

also does not provide adequate housing assistance; the parole 

service, in fact, often impedes a parolee's attempts to 

get settled because every pro~osed residence must be approved 

by the parole officer • ..,The parolee's housing problems are 

further complicated by his ineligibility for public housing, 

at least in New York city. 

The law enforcement aim of the community superv~sion 

program is at least honored by a genuine effort at realization. 

Community supervision officers are urged to expend the 

greater part of their time and energy on trying to enforce 

the parole rules as embodied in the list which every parolee 

s~gns. This list is an agreement between the parolee and 

the parole board that the former will abide by restrictions 

on his life imposed by the latter. The Correction Law 

specifies a number of conditions which maY'be imposed. The 

parole agreement currently goes well beyond the minimal 
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statutory provision, regulating virtually every aspAct of 

a parolee's life. 

Some of the more controversial conditions are: the 

prohibition from leaving the area of the state to which 

the parolee is released wi thOl't the parole officer's per

mission; the requirement that a parolee must allow his 

parole officer to search him, or to visit him at home or 

at work, without prior notice; the limitation that a 

parolee may not associate with people who have a criminal 

record; the requirement that a parolee must consult with 

, his parole officer before applying for a marriage license 

Qr changing his job or residence; and the requirement that 

a parolee must get permission from his parole officer to 

drive or own a car. 

Parolees interviewed by the citizens' Inquiry felt that 

these restrictions often unnecessarily inhibited their 

re-integration into society. The prohibition against driving 

and traveling interstate reduces a parolee's employment 

opportunities. The agreement in general denies the parolee 

usual constitutional guarantees to the right of privacy at 

home, on the job, and with respect to personal relations. 

Furthermore, the conditions are so comprehensive that it is 
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practically impossible for a parolee not to violate one of 

them occasionally. The parole conditions are too numerous, 

coercive and intrusive. Their imposition seems more likely 

to hinder a parolee's integration into society then to 

help it. 

After release, a parolee's principal contact with the 

parole system is through the community supervision parole 

officer. A college graduate with experience in social work, 

law enforcement or law, the parole officer has a difficult 

role. He has two responsibilities: to assist parolees in 

adjusting to the outside world, and to prevent or punish 

.parole violations and criminal activities. This means that 

the parole officer is both social worker and policeman. 

He cannot fill either role very well. 

As policeman, the parole officer is armed, authorized 

to search the parolee and his property. given power to 

restrict many aspects of his life, and charged with enforcing 

parole rules and initiating revocation proceedings if 

the rules are violated. He is statutorily classified, 

along with police and prison guards, as a "peace officer." 

As social worker, he is supposed to counsel the parolee on 

basic social and financial problems. He may assist in finding 
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a job or housing or drug therapy. He may mediate between 

the parolee and the agencies or organizations that he deals 

with. The two roles of the parole officer regularly conflict. 

He often must decide between an action which protects the 

community and one which aids the parolee. When such a 

situation arises, he is expected to choose the solution 

which he believes will protect the public. The conflict 

is apparent to parolees and precludes the development of 

a relationship of mutual trust. 

New York's parole system emphasizes more than in many 

jurisdictions the role of law enforcement in community 

supervision. This emphasis is misplaced for several reasons. 

For one thing, it is ineffective. Most parolees are apprehended 

for a new offense before their parole officer has initiated 

parole revocation proceedings. Studies have shown that 

community supervision does not significantly decrease the 

recidivism rates of releasees, and that criminal violations 

leading to parole revocation are usually uncovered by law 

enforcement officials, rarely by parole officers. The law 

enforcement aspects of community supervision also deny the 

parolee. fundamental freedoms enjoyed by other citizens. 

Finally, the surveillance and the ever-present possibility 
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that even minor conditions may be enforced to send a 

parolee back to prison can frustrate him in such a way 

to increase his general alienation. 

community supervision, in summary, does not assist 

the parolee and does not protect the public. Scarce re

sources are spent on inept social services and ineffective 

enforcement of the parole agreement. The parole regulations 

became an albatross on the back of most parolees, actllally 

impeding their re-entry into society. 

Revocation 

The basic coercive power of the community supervision 

program is the revocation of parole followed by the parolee's 

return to prison for all or part of his sentence. Although 

the parole service maintains that this power is exercised 

fairly, parolees, are often treated as having none of the 

rights of ordinary citizens. 

Revocation cuts across both the decision-making and commun

ity supervision'aspects of parole. Parole board members are 

ultimately responsible for deciding whether parole should be 

revoked in particular cases, and community supervision 

officers usually initiate and recommend a parolee's revocation. 

Because revocation leads back to prison, parolees live in 

terror of it. 

The parole officer has enormous discretion in enforcing 
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the parole agreement. The relevant statute provides that 

if the parole officer has "reasonable cause to believe 

that such (parolee) has lapsed, or is probably about to 

lapse, into criminal ways or company, or has violated 

the conditions of his parole in an important respect," 

he is to report that to the parole board or its representative, 

who may then apprehend the parolee, or he may retake the 

parolee himself. Under the provisions of this statute a 

parole officer may choose to overlook violations, and where 

a parolee has shown a generally good adjustment to the 

communi.ty, he often does so. Whan a violation of parole 

rules (often called a "technical violation") leads an officer 

to initiate revocation proceedings, it is often because 

he suspects that a parole is "slipping", moving from a life 

that he thinks is fairly stable to one that seems to the 

officer more likely to bring about the commission of a crime. 

Other situations which parole officers deem appropriate for 

revocation proceedings are the case where a parolee is arrested, 

has absconded, or is convicted of a new felony. When a 

parolee is taken into custody, he is held without any 

possibility of release, often for two or three months, pending 

his revocation hearing. 
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In general, a parole officer prizes his wide discretion, 

and a certain amount of it is necessary to maintain the 

present system. Since the parole agreement contains so 

many technical rules, nearly every parolee violates one of 

them at some time. If a parole officer were obligated to 

recommend revocation every time he was aware of a rule vio-

mtio~, most parolees would be returned to prison for only 

minor infractions. 

The New York statute does not provide any due process 

safegua~ps for a parolee faced with revocation proceedings. 

But during the last few years, constitutional rulings of 

the United states Supreme Court and the New York Court of 

Appeals have begun to carve out some protection. Taken 

together, these rulings have established, among other things, 

a two-step hearing process whereby the parole board determines 

whether or not the parole agreement has been violated. Re-

cent decisions have also given the parolee the right to re-

presentation, the right to present witnesses, the right to 

be confronted by witnesses against him, and the right to 

partial disclosure of information in the case file. While 

New York has complied in most respects with these rulings, 

it has refused to allow parolees to confront witnesses 

against them. In addition to providing parolees with pro-

cedural due process rights once revocation proceedings have 
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begun, the judicial developments have also restrained 

parole officers somewhat in their decisions to recommend 

revocation. 

The new due process rights are primarily important to 

the revocation process at its fact-finding state. Once a 

'f' d parole board members must parole violation is ver1 1e , 

decide whether to retain a parolee in prison or return 

, They must make a prediction very him to the commun1ty. 

that made at the release stage, with no more 
simil.arto 

secure justification. 
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IV. The Defects of Parole Theory 

Parole grows out of a set of assumptions popularly 

known as the treatment or rehabilitation theory. This 

theory, which gained wide currency in the nineteenth cen

tury and became the basic goal of both sentencing and im

prisonment, assumed that the cause of criminality was pri

marily the result of a personality defect or disorder 

within the offender. This defect, it was reasoned, could 

be diagnosed and treated within a penal setting. The of

fender's response to treatment could be evaluated so that 

he could be released at the optimum moment of his rehabi

litation (i.e. when he was least likely to commit another 

crime) . 

Under this theory, sentences had to provide for a 

flexible period of imprisonment, since the amount of time 

necessary for the offender's rehabilitation could not be 

predicted at the time of trial, and prisons had to provide 

treatment programs. In addition, a mechanism was needed 

to provide for evaluating an offender's rehabilitation, re

leasing him from prison, and supervising him in the commun

ity. This mechanism is parole. 

The goals of community supervision are : 1) to 

continue the treatment of the offender that was begun in 

prison by assist~ng him in his adjustment to the community 

and 2) to protect the public from criminal activity by 
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returning the. offender to prison for violation of parole rules 

prior to the committing of a crime. To fulfill the latter 

goal parole officers must identify parolees who are about 

to co~nit a crime; and the parole board, which possesses 

the final revocation authorJ.'ty, u t ' h m s agree WJ.t the parole 

officer's prediction. 

Previous sections of this paper have discussed the 

gap between the reality of parole and its image. Instead 

of making carefully reasoned decisions based on an inmate's 

rehabilitation, the parole board uses a rule of thumb in 

setting the parole eligibility date and speeds through re

lease interviews making decisions often not based on its 

assessment of the likelihood of an inmate's recidivism. 

The similarity between defendants granted parole and those 

'denied is striking enough to suggest that, despite its 

attempts at professionalism and competence, the parole board 

is unable to distinguish the rehabilitated from the non-re

habilitated. The community supervision program, instead of 

helping parolees adjust to non-prison society, is usually 

irrelevant and s~metimes harmful. The parole service has 

not been able to fulfill its crime prevention function be

cause of its inability to identify which releasees are about 

to endanger the public safety. 

The usual response to the gap between the image and 

reality of parole is to assume the validity of the theory 
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and to recommend reforms in the practice. Typically these 

reforms urge: 1) improving parole board decisions through 

acquiring high qualifications for membership; 2) reducing 

the workload of the parole board to permit its members more 

time to consider each case; 3) improving the comprehensive

ness and accuracy of the information in each case file; 

4) imposing some form of due process and review procedures 

to protect inmates against arbitrary and abusive action by 

board members; 5) developing specific written criteria to 

guide board members in making prediction decisions; 6) ex-

panding the parole service and reducing the officers' case

loads; 7) de-emphasizing law enforcement activity by parole 

officers and 8) increasing social services for parolees. 

The practice of parole in New York diverges so widely 

frr,~ what is considered ideal that conceivably there is 

room for reform of the sort outlined above. Merely to im

plement these measures, however, would be to reform parole 

without changing it. If a system rests on invalid assump

tions and has unrealistic goals, changes in its practice 

will not remedy those defects. Concededly - and important

ly - those changes could make it generally fairer, but the 

system would not be any more effective in carrying out its 

intentions. That is the problem with parole. 

The parole system rests on the assumption that reci

divism can be measurably reduced by exposing the offender, 

--
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while in prison, to social programs such as education or 

vocational training or group therapy, or by giving him 

assistance in the community once he gets out .. But the 

overwhelming evidence is that these programs and services 

are ineffective in reducing recidivism. A survey by Robert 

Martinson, NYU sociologist and former consultant to the 

New York state Office of Crime Control Planning, of all 

studies of rehabilitation programs undertaken around the 

country between 1945 and 1967 found that "the present array 

of correctional treatments has no appreciable effect - posi-

tive or negative - on the rates of recidivism of convicted 

offenders." A survey of studies of the California correc-

tional system - which has instituted more sophisticated 

rehabilitation programs than in New York State - goes even 

'further: "It is difficult to escape the conclusions that 

the act of incarcerating a person at all will impair what

ever potential he has for a crime-free future adjustment 

and that, regardless of which "treatments" are administered 

while he is in prison, the longer he is kept there the more 

he will deteriorate and the more likely it is that he will 

recidivate." Finally, even the "Preliminary Report to the 

Governor [of New York] on Criminal Offenders" - a report 

which completely endorsed the treatment model - admitted 

that: "We are unable to state at the present time [June 1968] 

with demonstrable certainty whether any particular treatment 

method is effective in preventing recidivism." 

Parole theory is further weakened by the fact that 
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neither the parole board nor the parole officer seems 

able to predict the nature and likelihood of recidivism 

for inmates in general. High parole revocation rates -

which indicate about 80% of the time that a new criminal 

offense has been committed - cast doubt on the efficacy 

of the parole board's predictions. The very small number 

of parolees for whom revocation proceedings are initiated 

before apprehension for a new offense suggests that the 

parole officers are equally unsure in their predictions. 

The state of the art of prediction is still too primitive 

to be used as justification for substantially restricting 

human freedom. 

Even though the parole system is ineffective in 

meeting its stated goals, its continuation might be just-

ified if parole fulfilled important alternative objectives. 

It does not. The granting of parole is not necessary to 

maintain prison discipline. Prison officals have many de-

vices which they can use as re,,?ards and punisTh'11ent for 

that purpose. It is also commonly believed that the parole 

board reduces sentence disparities by paroling similar 

offenders after they have served comparable amounts of time. 

While this function may be important in some jurisdictions, 

the New York parole board has no procedures to ensure its 

effective performance here. Even if it did we would not 

regard the mitigation of sentence disparities as a suffi

cient justification for an entire parole system, especially 
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since that function could be performed in other ways. 

In addition to failing to fulfill its own goals or 

to fulfill an important alternative function, parole is 

oppressive and wasteful in its operation. Because parole 

is presently the inmate's best exit from prison, its pro

cedures have a great impact on inmate morale and behavior. 

Inmates are aware that the irrationality of parole deci

sion-making keeps some of them in prison for reasons that 

do not promote any justifiable public policy. Parolees 

feel hindeJ:ed in their adjustment to the community by 

parole restrictions, and some know they have been returned 

to prison even though they were not a danger to the public 

and would not have become so. Lastly, the parole system 

costs money to operate. And while it is usually thought 

'that the system actually saves the state money, that is 

only true if the alternative is imprisonment. If inmates 

were absolutely discharged from prison at a time when they 

otherwise would have been paroled, the state could save 

the funds now expended to support the parole system. 
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V. Long-term Recommendations 

The citizens' Inquiry report concludes that parole 

in New York is oppressive and arbitrary, cannot fulfill 

its stated goals, and is a corrupting influence within 

the penal system. It should therefore be abolished. But 

abolition of the present system cannot occur within a vac

uum. The following recommendations reflect the conclusion 

that parole is only one segment of an integrated process. 

Changing parole must also mean changing the other elements 
. 

of the post-conviction criminal justice system, if the out-

come is to make our use of the criminal sanction more [n;;-

mane and more effective. 

1) The goals of rehabilitation as it has been de

scribed in this summary aye unrea+istic and should not 

shape sentencing and release decisions. At present this 

society is not able to measurably reduce recidivism by 

exposing the offender to treatment or rehabilitation pro

grams either in prison or in the community. Discretionary 

release and compulsory community supervision which rely on 

the rehabilitation theory should therefore be discontinued. 

2) Sentences should be shorter and have a narrower 

range of indeterminacy. The criteria used to determine 

the length of terms and the justifications for indetermin-

acy must await further research. But certainly this study 

has concluded that a sentence structure based on the re-

habilitation theory is baseless. 
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3) The discretion in parole decision-making has been 

abused. In the light of past experience, the likelihood 

of basing the exercise of this discretion on rational cri-

teria seems so low that it is tempting to suggest the 

elimination of all discretion from release procedures. At 

least until sentences are short and definite, some limited 

discretion over release will be necessary. There is need 

for the study of the appropriate overall sentencing and 

release process, but some of its qualities can be specified. 

Its operations must be open to scrutiny to avoid the cor

rupting tendencies of discretionary power. It should favor 

the earliest possible release for the largest possible num

ber of inmates, perhaps by requiring corrections officials 

to show cause why, at a certain point, an inmate should not 

be released. The present parole board should be dissolved, 

and release decisions should be made by citizens who are 

not part of the penal system, but are related to it by vir

tue of their contacts with inmates in out-of-prison situa-

tions, such as work-release or adult education programs. 

Those who decide should have varying race, class, and occu

pational backgrounds, and should include an inmate's peers. 

The decision-making process should provide customary due 

t t ' s The release criteria should be matprocess pro ec lon . 

ters of fact demonstrably related to a legitimate public 

purpose. Judicial review should be available for release 

decisions. 
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4) New and extended alternatives to incarceration 

should be developed and used. Confinement, when neces

sary, should be in small neighborhood facilities as lit-· 

tIe isolated from normal community activities as possible. 

S) Prison administration, release decisions, and 

post-release services must ,be open to public scrutiny. 

General public ignorance of prison life, release deci

sion-making, and parole supervision has made it difficult 

to develop understanding of the penal system and press 

for change. Only with greater public accountability will 

new and better programs and practices gain support. 

6) A wide range of programs should be offered to 

offenders before, during and after incarceration. Par

ticipation in the programs should be voluntary at all times; 

presumably, one test of their effectiveness will then be 

evidence that many offenders use them. They should be paid 

for by the penal system but administered by people who pro

vide similar kinds of service to ordinary citizens. 

The programs should not be justified by a vague, 

condescending and unmeasurable standard of rehabilitative 

value. They should be supported instead because our soci

ety believes that the opportunities they present to live as 

comfortably and productively as possible are worthwhile in 

and of themselves and should be shared equally by all citi

zens, whether they are criminal offenders or not. 

a) The ex-offender's most immediate need is for 
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cash. He should receive financial aid, set at the minimum 

standard of living for his family size, for a period of 

several months after release from prison when employment 

is not readily available and need exists. He should have 

access to low-interest loans for a lengthy period after 

direct aid is discontinued. 

b) Decent emergency housing should be available 

at no cost for the ex-offender's first days or weeks out-

stde of prison. A sophisticated referral service should 

help him locate permanent housing, deal with housing agen

cies and management companies, and finance home purchases. 

c) Job tr.aining, with living wages, should be 

available, as well as employment counseling and referral. 

Where decent jobs are not available in the private sector, 

government should provide them. Current policies in both 

public and private job sectors restricting ex-offenders 

from jobs should generally be abandoned. 

d) Educational opportunities should be available 

to inmates and ex-offenders on the same basis as stu

dents. Tutoring, aptitude testing, and financial aid will 

be necessary to help inmates and ex-offenders prepare for 

school, college aDd vocational programs. 

e) Low-cost medical services should be offered 

to inmates and ex-offenders - both inside and outside the 

penal institutions. The services should include dental and 

psychiatric care, as well as programs for alcoholics and 

drug users. 
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f) Both public and private legal services should 

be available to the offender free or at low cost from the 

moment of arrest until some time after release. Legal help 

should include representation of the client before agencies 

from which he may be eligible for benefits, such as welfare 

or workmen's disability. 

One way to enlist an individual in whichever of the 

service programs are appropriate is to offer him, immedi

ately after arrest or the issuance of a summons, the ·help 

of a community services advisor. This person should come 

from a socio-economic background similar to that of the 

offender and should be fully prepared to act as his advo

cate in seeking help from the range of programs available. 

The advisor should have no enforcement role. If requested 

to do so by the offender, the advisor would keep in touch 

during incarceration and would assist with arrangements for 

family visits, out-of-prison activities, and preparations 

for the return home. When inmates are confined in neighbor

hood facilities, the advisor would work there and canvass 

the surrounding community for programs that the inmate can 

use. He would help the ex-offender with post-release prob

lems for as long a period as requested. He would b~ super

vised by an organization with the power to inspect prisons 

and report to the public on the problems of the penal sys

tem (perhaps an ombudsman organization based on the struc

ture of the present New York state Commission of Correction) . 

.. 
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Present members of the parole service would have first 

priority for consideration as community service advisors. 

Transitional Recommendations 

The long-term recommendations of this study will 

necessitate a lengthy period of change. It seems worth

while to try to articulate some of the desirable transi

tional steps, reforms which are easily grafted on to the 

present parole system. They are not offered as substi

tutes for the changes discussed above, for they do not 

alter basic inadequacies of theory or practice. They are 

offered in the hope that they will insure fairness for 

inmates and tend to expose and educate. It is crucial 

that the interim recommendations lead to further change 

and do not themselves come to symbolize an entrenched 

and inflexible system. 

Our short-term recommendations for the decision

making aspect of the parole system are: 

1) At the setting of the minimum period of impri

sonment by the parole board and at parole re

lease interviews, an inmate should have the 

right: 

a. to be represented by retained or assigned 

counsel; 

b. to present wit~esses on his own behalf; 

c. to examine personally or through counsel 

the entire case file prior to the release 

intervievl; 
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d. to receive a statement of findings of 

fact and reasons for the decision within 

a short time of the interview; 

e. to receive a decision based on information 

oisclosed to the inmate during the inter-

view; 

f. to receive a written statement of the de

tailed and specific criteria which the 

parole board uses in deciding cases; 

g. to have judicial review of the substantive 

and procedural aspects of the decision. 

2) The burden of proof should be shifted so that 

it rests with the parole board to show why an 

inmate should not be released. 

3) Parole board hearings, records and regular re

ports should be open and available to the press 

and public, subject only to the right of priva

cy of the individual involved to request secre

cy as to details personal to him. 

Short-term recommendations for the community super-

vision aspect of the parole system include: 

1) The length of time under community supervision 

should not exceed one year. 

2) The parole rules should be substantially reduced 

in number and simplified so that they are not co

ercive and do not permit a parole officer any 

more right to invade the privacy of one's person, 
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home or property than that of ordinary citizens. 

One set of simple parole rules might include re

quirements that the parolee 

a) seek and hold a job, or demonstrate an-

other legal means of livelihood; 

b) abide by the law; and 

c) report to the parole service regularly. 

3) All law enforcement activities and authority of 

parole officers should be abolished. 

4) Parole should be revoked only when the parolee 

has committed and been convicted of a new crim-

inal offense of a magnitude that would ordinarily 

lead to incarceration. 

5) The law should provide each parolee with direct 

financial assistance comparable to unemployment 

or welfare benefits. These benefits should ex-

tend from release until another means of liveli-

hood is established. 

6) Extensive social services, of the sort outlined 

as a long-term recommendation, should be provided 

on a voluntary basis to all parolees. Other gov-

ernment agencies, such as public housing authori-

ties, civil service examiners and welfare depart-

ments, should be prohibited from maintaining dis-

criminatory bars against parolees. 

7) Inmates who are conditionally released should 

have their sentences credited with the time they 

spend in the community in the event that they have 
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tHeir conditional release revoked and are returned 

to prison. 

March, 1974 
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